POETRY AND ART

11 ways to say the same thing
What you'll need:

- Multi-colored sharpies or markers
- Popsicle sticks
- An object (art or household item)

We'll use this one!

Glenray Tutor
Coffee Cup
1994
oil on paper
5.5 in. x 6.5 in.
Gift of Peggy H. Harris, in memory of her son, Tommey Ramey
2005.002
Write your answer on the popsicle stick.

Change your colored markers as you go!

#1: What is it?
An untouched cup of coffee

#2: What colors does it have?
brown umber, cream white
#3: What shapes do you see? Circle, oval, circle, half circle

#5: What do you think will happen next?

It will sit, wait, and rest.

#6: What does it remind you of?

Morning dew and freshly cut grass.

Renewal, respite, and recess.

#7: What emotions does it evoke?
#8: How do you relate/connect to it?

Caffeine controlled friendship

#9: What textures do you see?

Simply smooth

#10: What’s missing?

One cream, one sugar
#11: What do you like about it?

Get crafty! Use colored markers to create patterns or blocks of color around your answers.
Morning dew and freshly cut grass
Circle, oval, circle, half circle
Renewal, respite, and recess
Caffeine controlled friendship
Brown umber, cream white
One cream, one sugar
Reliable and relatable
Simply smooth
Still, flat, Unmoved, Tired.
It will sit, wait, and rest
An untouched cup of coffee
Morning dew and freshly cut grass
Circle, oval, circle, half circle
Renewal, respite, and recess
Caffeine controlled friendship
brown umber, cream white
One cream, one sugar
Reliable and relatable
Simply smooth
It will sit, wait, and rest
An untouched cup of coffee

Share your poem with us!
#MMAEDU
#MMAEDUATHOME
#MUSEUMFROMHOME
#THEMUSEUMSCHOOLMMA